Services We Provide

Mark Strauss Insurance Agency represents nearly all of the
leading insurance companies in Texas. Take a few seconds to
answer a few simple questions, and we will check the rates of all
of our companies and find you the lowest rate. Get the rates from
over 100 different insurance companies with just one quote. Our
great low rates and excellent customer service makes us number
one in insurance in Texas. Our friendly associates will help you
find the insurance you want at a price you can afford. Our years of
experience and commitment to quality have earned us thousands
of loyal customers throughout the Austin metro area. Through
the Internet, we can respond to your needs quickly and make
purchasing your insurance policy a hassle-free experience. We
guarantee it!

Our experienced agents are standing by to help you with your
insurance needs.

Mark Strauss Insurance is one of the leading Texas insurance
agencies for insurance, and we do it all. If you need car
insurance, home insurance, business insurance, motorcycle, boat,
antique, classic, modified or exotic car insurance, you don't need
to look any further. No matter what your insurance needs, we
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check the rates of numerous leading companies and offer you the
lowest rate available at the time.

Unlike most other Texas insurance agents, he represent more than
just one company. This ensures your rate is checked with multiple
insurance companies. Let us help save your hard earned money at
Mark Strauss Insurance... We promise a hassle-free experience!
Consult one our friendly representatives for you special
insurance service needs. Your satisfaction is our highest priority!

We offer:

Auto insurance
Homeowners
Condo Owners
Renters
Business
Boat
Jet Ski's
Commercial
Classic, Antique, Modified or Exotic Car Insurance
Experience Our No Hassle Guarantee! You won't find a better selection of parts or level of
service anywhere in the metro area!

Ask about our special discounts on combination insurance packages!
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Hours
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3908
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Phone:
Fax:
sales@markstraussinsurance.com
CONTACT
280-0846
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-Insurance
-OFFICE
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10:00AM - 7:00PM
- EMAIL
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